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IITRODUCTIOM
1

This la a summary report on too activities of the renearch program 
conducted for the orrce of Moral Research under Contract Nonr-2342(00), 
"Research on Goa Lubricated Bearinge", for the first year of April
1, 1957 to April 1, 1958.

The stoted objective of this investigation 1s to conduct a broad 
and basic program of analytical and experimental research into the fun- 
denser el behavior of gas-lubri cated bearinge and to establish general de- 
sign criteria for these boarings.

v

The problems that need solution were knoum to be exceedingly own 
plant and perhaps too dfficult to be handled by any single approach, 
either experimental or analytical. It was concluded. therefore, that 
the greatest chance for success would cone from a program where several 
parallel and nonpl anna t ary efforts were being node at the aame fine. 
Accordingly, work was initiated in both the theoretical and experimental 
phones of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic (externally pressurized) lubrica- 
tion phen on one. supplemented by a digital computer program. In order to 
fully implement these plans, ths staff of the Friction and Lubrication 
Section was a^nentod by the addition of three qualified investigators, 
and also by a consultant on theoretical fluid nor homes and heat transfer.

With the group organisation established, one of the early tasks 
was to survey the field of published literature on gas-lubri eated bear- 
inge and gather together and abetract the information that became avail- 
able in this manner. An associated effort was to establish liason with 
other groups working on similar problems, so that the program would ban

\

efit from the information that might, as a co » be made available.
I d r
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and almo, equally imprrtant, duplication of effort would be avoided.
Through personal aequnintance and through correspondence, these comtacte 

were aorta. The response was remarkable — almost without ezceptiom, one 
of complete and enthusiastic cooperation. As a result, there is now 
continuing contact with many research personnel conducting gas boa,ring 
investigations in this country and abroad. This effort has been greatly 
assisted by the quarterly meetinge of the Advisory Group consisting of 
nib ere of wupportine government agencies associated with this program. 
In effect — a network of lines of comunication has been estahlished 

through The Franklin Institute.

The murvey of literature in this field, both publicmlly end 

privately published, »*» wads more complete as a result of Um assist- 
ance received from members of the Advisory Group and from guesta who have 
been present at several of these Advisory Group meetingo, as well as Um 
help that was given by those people doing gas-bearing research in vari- 
ous parts of this country- a bibliography and collection of abetracte 
was published as part of the program in December 1957- This bibliogre- 

phy should be considered as an interim effort, since additional refer
ence material is being constantly eollected- A final report on the lit- 

erature in this field should too ready near the end of 1958. The interim 
bibliograpt contains references to 102 papers, 16 patents, and several 
books. The bibliography also contains cross reference =ystems so that 

information cm be obtained in terns of the year of puablication, authors* 

names and on the basis of subject content.

it might be mentioned that A mommhat related program is under 
way at Columbia University in which UM gas.bearing Literature is being 
eritically reviewed. This work is being eponeored by MADC and it to be- 
lieved that both the FrankUn procram and the Columbia University effort 
have beneited through an interehrnge of information.

In addition to making • marvey of l1terature, tne effort on this 
program for the past year han boon direrted toward hydrodynamic lubrication.

- 2 -
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analytical and experimental; hydrostatic lubrication, analytical and ex- 
perimental; and toward establishing a digital computer program.

mxmuKc LUERICATION

Analytical

valuation of Classical Incompressible Theory

In thia ar—* Profesoor Elrod from Col—bl a University initiated 
a critical re-evaluation of the basic hydrodynamie equations. The— are 
the classical equations that have be— accepted for many years. No has 
rederived the— equations with complete generality.

v

The first work was concerned with a derivation of the basic equs 
tons for hydrodynamic lubrication with a fluid having constant proper- 
ties • The analysis that was developed applies to both Journal and slip- 
per bearings of Arbitrary film geometries (Fig. 1).

In the treat—nt a "natural" coordinate system for the bearinga 
was Introduced

4 ly“

«,-2
r

f "» "sd,.o
y“

Figure I

* * shaft radius
r • radial coordinate within the fluid film
L • characteristic dimenmion of bearing
• • angle
h • any fils thicknessh- • a particular falm thickness
y * —onti—te —al to y1 y3
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The Mavier-Stokes equationm are written in this uystem by means 
of tensor notation. In all practical applications of hydrodynamic beer 
inga, the ratio of flm thickness to a characteristic bearing dinenston 
is very snail compared to unity. The author therefore expand his un- 
known quantities as power series inc-1 and applies a perturtat ion tosh 

al pee to solve the Navier-Stokes eyektiow. The final equation turmed 

out to be Ruynolds" equation with correction terme. The eqntion with 
the first correction term is given below:

hf #-*64:*8)- 6-0 L{(a - 93
udhere:

D - shaft ai—t»r
p - fluid pressure
U • shaft surface velocity
■ • distance around um shaft in direction

of rotation
• - distance parallel to shaft axis
H - fluid viscosity

This equation MlJOT Uut the curvature of Uto fluid flla may be
iMgl mod vhenever 5 • in the cane of a slipper bearing D-e OOor 5-0.

Pertubation equations of O(c"), n >1, are given and discussed 

in principle. Theoretically, ang degree of appm<1 as ties to pressure and 
velocity dist-Lbutiom la the fluid film may be obtained with the methoa 
used by the author. This information in te fora of a paper has In— 

sutmitted for publication in a technical joural and will also appear as 
part of a technical report under the CM contract.

I

Influrence of Mean Free Path

A program was initlated to try to explain certain diserepancies 
existing between experimental renults and theoretical predictions for

-4-
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hydrii i^ndnlc gas-lubricated bearings. To date, um preliminary investi- 
gations have shonm three factors vhich say contribute to the discrepancies 
menttoned:

(a)
(b)

(c)

the gan in a non noetinoec flow medium, 
bearing surfaces are relatively rough and 
wavy,
Reynolde" equation does not apply accurately 
along the outer edges of a bearing.

Detailed theoretical investigations were madc considering the
molecular properties of a gas. The present theory of gas-lubricated
bearings is that the gas can be considered as a continuous fluid.

A closer analysis has shown bower, that this assumption la no longer 
valid when the bearing gap width ben —■ rang treble in magnitude to the 
molecular mean free path of the gas.

One exzmple here the influence of molecular mean free path 

should be taken into consideration in the cane of hydrodynamic gas bear- 
inga operating at lav ambient pressures.

As noon aa Um film thicknens la the bearing boocnoa ccmparable 
to the molecular naan free path, effecta occur vhich can no longer be ex- 
plained by continuum flow theory- For —11 ratios, ( «1) of the mean 
free path and the file thicknens, the flow la blow as the so-called
"alip flon. Thia "slip flovd ph on la accounted for by modifying
the boundary conditions of the gas la the bearing clearance end instead 
of assuming vanishing velocities at the walls, alip velocities are intro- 
duced. The teeperature profile could also be modified by assuming a ten 
peratur~ discontinuity at the boundary between the wall and the gas bet 
this has been shonm to be an •mall that it can be neglected. The magni- 
tude of the alip velocity non be evaluated from the kinetic theory of 
ganee. Meglecting higher order ters, the slip velocity is given bye

„ _x u - r)-alip a « t A Su.. (1)

- 5 -
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gisa numerical t,f ie refleetion coefficient,
X is molecular mean free path, inches.

1

a la mumber of Malaamiaa per __  2
S la — teal collinion cross section in

The differential equatiom for Um pressure distribution in a 
alldar bearing operating under "alip flom aWl U«* has been derived, 
uming a simplified form of Um Navier-Stokes equation and Um continuity 
equation, leading toz

2z{e[a 6} -- o (2)

ds, inchgs.
, lb sec2/in•

h-the film thicknens, inchgs, 
p • Um an a a density, lb mec2/in•
H - Um viscosity. 1b sec/in2
Ur - Um velocita af the runner, in/sec

B the viscomity is nearly independent of the pressure in
the range considered, and since the temperature variations across Um gas
rilm are mmall, Um viscosity can be ass to be constant. This yielda:

P‘86-62-$p‘*6-64]- 6nu, 5, (pn) (3)

Equations (2) and (J) are modified For=s of MaynaIda* equation 
of lubrication applicable in Um "alip rlovm region (o< ce l).

- 6 -
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Equation (3) has been converted to a dimensionless for and has 
been solved for the plane slider bearing with no aide flow and for rhe 
Rayleigh step bearing, also with no side flow, using a —all parameter, 
perturbation technique. A solution could also be obtained for the Jour
nal bearing by replacing the x coordinate by

A typical curve is mhom below indicating the variation in prse 
mare generation for a straight slider bearing as a function of •e", where 
"a" is the ratio of the molecular asan free path to the Hilm thickness at 
the entrance of the bearing. (Fig. 2)

m-0

P/ I 
|

*•0 1

Figure 2. Pressure Dieeriketiem fer Cenewreestbi Fluide elane 
a Sereight 41*—r Beuring

Xt le concluded that where values of "a" are greater than 0.01 
a noticeable effect on bearing pressure and lost-carrying capacity mag be 
expected.

Typcal walues of naan free patn at at—ispharic pr o are;

Hydrogen
Helium 
Ur

4.13 X 105 inches
6.77 x 10 inches
2.32 x 10-6 inches

4
Thun for a = 0.0 for air at at—nepharie pressure, the film 

thickness at the entrance to the bearing woula be of the order of 

-7-
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2.32 * 10 inches. Such values are not for ngrarodynamic bear-

ings. For low ambient prei r, the erreet would be dare marsed.

The influence of mean free path o*. friction loss has ala* been 

evaluated.

This information Will be pre d as a techmical paper «t the
Joint Conferencm an Lubricatlom of the AG and ASA an Octekor 1938 and 

has boon ismued as Interim Report I-A2049-2 on the ONR program.

The influence of murface dewiations on bearing performance ham 

not yet been studied sufficiently to permit drawing ang final conclusions. 

However, the work shows that a cavy shaft centered in a journal bearina 

will have the sume average prassure dietribution as an 1 deal round ome.

I
Errore introduced by applyirg Reynolds" equation to regions 

close to the edges of the bearing have not yet been inventigated.

At the prenent time, Boot effort io beine directed toward de- 
veloping a theory of uhirl instability for hydrodynamic, gas-lubricated 

bearings.

Experimental

Fl rot might be mentioned Um gag-lubri cated rotor for Um pro- 

posed cloned cycle gas turbine. This was comstructed previously under 

Contract DA-L4-EI-2562 for Um u.S. Amy Engineer Research and Develop- 
ment Laboratories. Permission we* received to noo this rig under Um QR 
contract and, although it io a combination of hydrodynamic and hydrostatie 

lubrication it in described, in part, in this section of um annual re- 

port. Although only limited tests have boon condueted on this ancdune, 
Um journal bearings proved to be completely adequate for too anpe efed 

operational ape ci of 18,000 rzm. The rotor mm actually run accidentally 

at a top apo nd of 21,000 rpm. The journal bearings are tltine-pad bear- 

ings with two til ting ped* under the mhaft and one at Um top of Um shaft 
or 5ournal. The two lower tilting pads ar* pressurized so that the bearing
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la essential a combination hydrostatc-hydrodynemic *ype• mhere are 

tuo such jcurnal bearings. One is lightly loaded with a force of about 

15 pounds, the other 18 more heavily loaded and carries a force of about 

50 pounds.

Xt was observed that lift on the lightly-londed Journal bearins 
was achieved with a supply pressure of from 20 to 25 psi. On the heavily 
loaded bearing, a pressure of 50 to 65 pal was required to attain initial 
lift. Wormal running pressure to these bearings was 35 pel and 75-eo psi 
respectively. When operating at rated spa ad the eupply pressure to the 
lightly-loaded hearing was cut off and that bearing ran hydrodynamically. 
The hydrodynamic action of the hearing established its own film, and pres- 
cure waa measured to be from 8 to 1 pei. The heavily-loaded radial bear
ing woula not operate hydrodynamically vithout supplemental hgdrostatic 
presmure. A vibration of the top shoe (non-hydrostatic) waa observed to 
occur at about 5,000 rpm. mhis waa not nevere and did not seem to canoe
any airniculty. This wild form of instability will be looked into at a 
later date.

Tho throat bearing was originally denigned to operate hydro- 
dynamically but the throat load of about 300 pounds would proce an 
average unit pressure on the shoes of the threat bearing approaching 19 
pel. This is somewhat beyond the Unit of safe hydroynamic operation 
so that the bearing has been converted to a hydrostatic type. The de- 
sign la nst yet completely satisfactory and will have to be revised and 
improved. The full thrust lead has not yet been carried on this bearing 
but with suitable modification this should bo accomplishei. The drive on 
this unit is presently an air turbine.

The not has recently advined that the epecifications on this 
gas-turbine rotor have been changed rewulting la langer bearing loads in 
most canes.

C
- 9 -
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Specifically, the vearing loads have been changed as follown:

--------- Benrink_______
Compressor Bad Jcurnal
Turbine End Journal
Thrust
Thrust

Normal Power) 
125% Pemer)

QrizinalPemimn
13.6 lbs
49.7 lbs

325 Ibe

Journal Bearing Diameter 2.25 in.

J lbs
92 lbs 

1134 1be 
1628 Iba

J la.

A ne rotor test rig will be designed and built la tones of 
rhese revised specifications and this should b- ready for toot by the 

and of 1958.

A high speed journal-bearing testing machine has been designed 
but is not yet la production. This device has been considered for spar ■ 
ation up to 150,000 rya with journal disasters up to one inch and shaft 
lengths from about 6 to 12 inches. Xt is expected that both hydrodynamic 
and hydrostatic theory and design can be investigated on this test rig. 
Xt will also provide an opportunity to determine the results of the inter
action of the dynamies of the high speed rotating mystem and the gas bear
ings that are involved.

A staple screening test device bee been acquired consisting of 
high speed, air-lubricated and air-driven, grinding spindles. One is 
capable of operation at 90,000 rpm and the other at 100,000 rpm. Some 
preliminary tests have been node using a e leap le, mingle ale eve bearing
supported by the cantilever shaft of those spindles. This bearing can
ba loaded directly by means of a mmall dead weight and information ob- 
tained on lead carrying capacity and uhirl instability.

- 10 -
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Analytcal

Externally-Pressurized Circular Thrust Bearings

The —th—tiepq analysis of an exterally-pr ized, circular
thrust bearing leads to equations that are rather r—t pre— to use for 

design purposes, mhe —ya ■ rl a — thia pham of the work —a to present 
these equations in a— di—pineal, graphical fora in order to reduce the 

amount of labor required for their solution. ThapP curves are for the 

case of laminar flow in Um film. Inertia effects on flow are not in- 

eluded. A subsequent analysis ia being made which will include inertia 

effects on flow and pressure development in Um bearing.

For — race— bearings, (those bearings that do net have a 

high-pressure cavity to help support Um bearing load), three graphs 

have bo— evolved. The fl rat gruph relates Um load carrying capacity of 

the bearing to Um pressure. ratio across the bearing sill. Once a prao 

sure ratio for a given bearing la knom, the load can ba easily e—f 
or conversely, if given load must bo eupported by a given bearing. the 

graph u1ll mhow the pressure ratio that must ba mint Pined, in order to 

support the load.

The second graph relates the flow through — ipen tropic nozzle 

to the pressure ratio across the noszle. In the case of a non-recess 

bearing the noszle consists of the narrow annnlus around the ci re—twinco 

Of UM inlet hole Of height equal to the film thickness in UM bearing. 
By assuming a pressure ratio, a flow parameter is fp—a vhich whaa used 

in conjunction with a constant obtained from the third chart, the flow, 
film thickness, and supply pressure can be calculated with minimum effort. 
If the results rom the first calculation are not satisfactory, a mm pres- 
sure ratio can be selected from the second chart, pmw values of the flow 

parameter found,and a new flow and flm thickness obtained.

O
-11-
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The roaooo tyya bearine creates a new problem la that the ao- 
mumption la made that a second nozzle la added la series with Um firet. 

The first nomsle ia now derined either toy um entrance hole diameter 
alone, or toy Um annulus around the circumference of Um inlet hole of 

height equal to UM film till ai—aa plus Um recess depth, Um choice
being gow d toy Um relatve magnitude of either ome, UM mmllest
too lag used in the cdculatione.

The asvumption of two nomales la eorien leade to to* nee grephe, 

one Um relationshp of pressure ratios to area rutios of Um Um nouzles

la series, UM other, a new load yaranatar p re ratio relationship-

The calculations for Um denien of a receen bemring toe — 

coacatoat more involved than for a non-recess bearing- Aa assumption 

must too made for Um preseure ratio acros eltner Um first or second 

nozale, along vith an area ratio. An assumption of pressure ratio across 
Um bearing mill la made, and rrom Um load parameter chart a load quan- 
tity la found that la subetituted into an equation that relatee Um actual 
bearing load to Um bearing geometry, Um pr • ratio and the load pe-
rameter. A trial -and-error solution results la a flood presmure ratio.

Mith Um aswumptione of nozzle ratios and Um use the chart

for two nomzles in series, al pr cap be found and Um r—ataor
of Um problem can too molved exactly as a ron-recens bearing- It la ex- 
peeted that this information ull toae— part of a technical report to be 
tasued on thia type of hydrostatie thrust bearing.

Instability of Hydrostatic Type Bearinge

A second, teat indep it, erfort la beine made ~oncerning Um

This form of inetability has 
pproach to Um problem has been

instability of hydrostatie type bearinge- 
baen called pneumatie inetability. The a 
to establimh general equutions for stability and apply these equations

- 12 -
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first to the maestro vol ble cane The analynis ia made for a unidiree- 
tlanalw circular thrust pinto having a central recess. This is shown 
dtagrammatically in Fleurs 3.

8888888888888888

•Ma • --- % aa 4 • --- L- --4 -- * —I # S a-me A-m -4 wa a---h“ a • d tai* €-3525 Can •9 CVeG®G UO H-rM“™ hti n CAP-—9 GI 

supporting losds in both directions and having dirrerent pocket arrsngs
---a r a a • • ------ e Lk - e 4 Ak- -& -- 4 = -- m* -- a -a ----a e ---"V -- ---« m ■•VSe X* *• •-212DG tnet t0 —94ran6 19 reStre1n"d #Q PeEm2- GT—J AMI AmI.
relative notion and that a truly incompressible fluid of constant viscos- 
ity is eupplied from a constantpremsure reservoir. External drag effects 
are not included in the equation of notion.

A simplified version oT the Navier-Stokes equation (as applica- 
ble to 1 Mini r, viecous flow) in conjunetion vith the continuity equation 
ammis hm a h- •n -- a • * hm a---- 7 -- --- —m --- 4 ne • hs hmm -4 A •e --G09SraD t9 L—92 XA L —amu—eT WS rOCe99 r9E10n QI —4 Dger-nEe AI ter
the presmure terms are el twins tort there results a non-linear differential 
equation in terme of the dimensionless displacenent K and ita time deriva-
tives. (H • h/h_) o

• E# ♦ c, sc-e -es$* v] 1/2 (1)

fluid V
Here the C’s reprenent constanta which include the boaring and 
meters. mheir explcit ogpro oat ona are ineluded in the complete

-13-
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paper of vhich this is • verg brief abetract-

mis equation has been molved for a mumber of cases uming an 

olortrlo wool eg compurer as atom below. However, in order to prowid• 

more anstght toto both the nature or the problm to to method
or eolution for the more compltcated compressible case, —(1) —» 

ito—yielaing a boo— order ar ferenttal equation to terms of too 

porturbntton atsplacmment A ana Ito tine derivatives.

Thun, * • h. *
M - 1 ♦ A

te« h,)

(a«i)
* -A 
M -X

Introducing A and Ito derivatives to equation (7) and necleetine 

their Oto* fo oto ctobo protoeto to quantties of higher order, equntiom 

(l) reduces tot

* (2)

tot since C, • C3• there renulte

X + p+ ea- O (3)

The dimensional equivalent of equstion (3) is

•2-»2-46-0 U>

Tto conditions for mtability are that the coeftielente of equ=- 
tton (3) to pomitiwe, or p>o andexo. Upon examdnation it ie mhem rnat

thim s true and the bearing will quently to statle for oil ratios

of radii to preosures. Stability to defined by nagring tool —11 
ancillations will not grow vith time tot will toot — reduce to —lit—.

- 14 -
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Figure 4 shows mome typical analog computer nolutiona ueine non- 
linear Equntion (1) and thene are compared to the rmults rrom the Une- 
arized (J), me zimilarity between toe graphe reprssentins too
two solutions la rather raeotoaUa. In acaition too linearised eqaation 
appears to represant toe motton of toe bearing quite well even beyond too

region of mmall displa 

o-* .

ts.

if fl mrm

• ee

• - »

» •

* 2.

1 *•

4

* • • • r —
Vigur. 4

• »V --

Although tola work wam preliminary to toe attempt to enalyae 
toe more ganeral problem of too gas-lubricated thrust bearing, it la felt 
toot it has yieldea bnckgroumnd information on methods of molution, and 
has aleo provided a meano for finding local stirmness, ft anoint constants

complete paper is scheduled for presentaton at the Joint Conference on 

Lubrication or amE and ASLI to October of 1958 at Los angeles, and will 

aleo te a part of a technical report on tis phane of the work, to to 

isuued as part of our project activity.

Related Investigations

(

to to extension of the analytical approach to hydrostatic lubri- 
cation, a progrm of investigation la nom being planned an both the thee 
rat leal and experimental level, to explore the basic phenomena associated

- 15 -
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with dble flow through narrow slote and
cially at the entrance to such flm restrietors. Thia kind of informa-

atie theory.

thinking in terms or botb the flat thrust VW of bearine amd taw eylin- 
drical journal bearing.

Experimental data flea from cur toot rig indicate preseure 

drope at the entrance to the sill of the bearing shich are larger than 

one weald expeet from nozsle theory. It is believed that these large 

presmure drope may to noweed ey wee loped flow at te artma te the 
will area of the bearing- An erperimental ris la beine dengned to aid 

an oar anderot andl ng of thie phencmenon. Theoretical studies nave almo 

been started.

Ezperimental

A test rig for the cireular type of thrust buarina. 5 1/2 inchen 

La dtameter, wan bullr early la the year und has been used te gatner data 

of presuure distributon and now. Supply pressures up to 800 peia have 

been uned. Maximum Hilm tmckness was 0.0035 an- Oar experience att* 

this machine has led us to the realzation that in order to check ant 

prectsely our nydrostatie theories for gases •» wuld need to have a 

greater degree of rigidit of the tool faces, lese distortion of flow 

trom the bearing, and a more exaet way for obtainine a »eat l aww pres- 

earn prorsle across rhe bearing oLU. ccordingiy, a new demign has been 

and a and La presently beine fabricated.

The ERDL high npwed gan turbine rotor model menti omed WOO *OO 
mlso served as a test unit for our experimental nydrostatc work.

DIGITAL COMPUTER PMGRAK

The ultimate objective of these efforte is to dewelop • dicital
computer solution for the * e distribution, and asdociated ini tall tiee.
la bearinga using compressible lubricgnte. An A preliminary etep in tnie

- 16 -
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direction, 1t wan decided te 
bearine lubricanta.

dop such a solution for incompressible

The present status of these efforts la as fell wo r A <1*1101
uter program baa now deweloped, for the in dble case, for

each of these types of bearinges journal, filter and mector-shaped thrumt- 
The three programs are similar la nature and differ only in the wag they 

handle quantities Wb variables poculiar to each of the three bearing types. 

These programs are bol ng checked out and are not got to the point wmhere
they can be used to obtain data- It io re bbly certain that the mlider
program will bo completed very mhortly and the journal and thrunt progrum 

soon thereafter.

Mhile these routines have ban in the checking-out stage, work 

has proceeded w formlating or flaw fbartlag the method of machine solu- 

lion for the 000*010001, bilo ww. thio will bo a more general solution, 

considering variable denmity, and will allow choice of grid size ltmited 

only bo the cost of machine tiao vhich would bo required for solution. 

The basic plan of solution baa been completed and the nonet step will ba 

to translate it into machine langunge or eode. It lo expected that this 

second development should bo ready to b agin turning out data, for one 

tpe bearing. In several months.

In conclumion,yit agpooro that the first year of effort on 

this program has bow productiv in o mmber of wuys.

A network of communicatione has been oof toll abot with mang 

fellow tnvestigators of gas bearings in this country ant la other parts 

of the world.

A centrl file of technical pupers on gas bearings has own

(
An extensive (interim) bibliography has bon prepared and 

issued including w abstrect of each referenced item.
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mhree papers hewe been uritten and are expected to to publimhed 

to the techmical literature. They will almo to f—to to technical re- 

porta to part of the operation of tis contract.

program are well under wag and they have alremly benefited fm the =-

P gatned during the first work-

Dd Pallur
Principal Scientist

7 Ai Franeis L- Jacknon 
C Ta tool ral Direetor

Fric and Lubricntion ‘

ufeol H. Smith 
Director, Laboretories
R
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CM—FTW OB HUBS OF GAS EARIN LUEICATICN THAT MD IIESTIGATIOm 
AMD ETENT OF FBI Bi MT ■■■■TB ACTIVITI

Throuch the contacts that have been mede bg ■— ir i of The 
Fraeblla Inetitute, Uto Advieory Oraf* and others, it apoears that there 
are e beet. 30 co=pamies la this country that are either engaged la re- 
seareh —dtn gas bearing or are contemplatinc much activity- 
Bowe or research la England and on the continent also indicates mome de- 
gree of activity la thene areas.

From this information, and also from • study of the available
literature, an u don can be aained regarding the extent of the prob-

lems that still need molutiom la Um field of gas bearlag lubricatiom- 
Some ar three ideas have been wage el e< by Dr. Gilbert Boeker as a result 
er hle 11 tare tare investigation ea a MaDC program at Cel—bile Umiversity- 
Zt opetare that the following rheoretical and experimental phases of gas 

bearing Iutrication need to be investigated.

Hydr odynamie Lubrication

a. Experimental verification is needed of thrust bearine theory
for the spiral-groowed type, the herring d type, the inelinmd-

plane type and the Ragylelsh-plate type of gad-lubricated thrust bearine- 
The experimental bet erat belloa of side-flom coefficienta for the latter 
types of bearings lb needed unless these coefficiente can be obtained by 

direct analytical or dgital computer methods. Experimental verificatiom
of the theory le needed when the pressure is not atmospherie nor the gas 
air. The bate rwlaettea or Um lowest pressure at shich Um theory best ar 

to tall ehoula be made, mis point should be predietable on a teoreti- 
cal banis, as for example, aa haa been wuggested by ome of the p~per» de- 
veloped la our progrea. Some of the work of a preliminars nature has 
appeared la aritish publications. All of the above can be done with a 
single piece of apparatus. It is to be considered the fundamentel =z- 
periment, sinee it provides a critical teat of the hydrodynemie thaeey

- 20 -
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of gaseous lubrication ithout the compleations that arine from journal 
bearinge.

A divergemce betwean theory and fact uith journal bearings may 
well be due to the no themetlea approximations required by ite applica- 
tion to Um journal geometry and may not be due to Um fond—nt al theory 
itself. Alno, it is more difficult to manufacture, measure and maintain 
— 11 clearances in journal earing to the degree of accuracy required 
for exact verification of theory.

The current program at The Franklin Institute is fairly zxten- 
sive. A number of the tasks outlined in this summary are being under- 
taken, or will be investigated in the future. It must be recognised, 
howver, that there are many problems in establishing what might be called 
a gas bearing technology, and that our program is not large enough to get 
the complete answers to all of these problems in a short time. However, 
the group here is cm the alert for information from other sources which 

may serve to supplement the work that is eurrently under way or even re- 
duce the i—tier of tasks that r—in to be done.

In the next year or mo, we contemplate no work in the hgdro- 
ilc area (a) described above.

b. Teste on the performance of mingle, pivoted shoes with gas lu- 
bri cation should be made. Those would be for pivoted-shoe Journal bear- 
inga. From much tests of single mhoes the bearing characteristien of 
shoe journal bearing* with multiple shoes can be predicted. Some of this 
information may be made available from a British paper, prenently also- 
si fled.

This type of bearing should be — most useful of the hydro-
dynamic typee at high speeds and lone loads 
bility.

of ite greater sta-

hwenitins the releame of information on the work that has al- 

ready been done Ml this type of bearing, we are not pl MfllM to begin any 
further research unlesa it is found to be necessary.

- 21 -
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•• Teste af plain fell journal bearinge and groowed Journal bear- 
inge should ba madn. Both at these types can be tested with the name 
apparatus. The mcst significant teste, practically speakine. would be 
aa the groowed journal bearings, eince they tend to ba far more stable 
than the plain fall journal bearing at high speede af rotatiam.

The tests on plain full Jorma) bearinge would. r, have

some interest in themmelves, and would almo be of value as proof or dis-
sial. The

full journal bearing is the object of some activity on tne part of sew-
eral rciwif in the U.S., and some resea
Uki a bearing la England. However, aa 

bearins baa as yet appaarat.

has also been done on 

imive publication on thispreh I

esides the theoretical work described la the Annual Report;
m emmmimnle 1 mae wgumam • m4 #ame m4m hma hmimmk Amm4aa4 Fem 4nwum l humma.• —H4“VAJ wit T-E HA4 •9- ““M-E2 •9MT-A HMAE-

in* evaluation. This afcaaK rami' to provide accurate test data for 
hydrodynamic journal bearinge.

Two mupplementary journal beari" test devicep without aottaa 
sive instrumentaticn, are Um available.

de The most important tests af hydrodynamie bearings, far high- 
speed, lightly-loaded operation, should ba eoncerned with self-induced, 
halr-frequency whirl characteristies. A general criterion far stablity 
■Aral k be establimhed and the range af valdty ef this critriom mhoula

tally d dned- We are making a start on this phase of the
work, end if muccesnful, should produce a stability Ciaterion for gas- 
lubricated hydrodynamic journal bearings, with a rigid Joamol.

It has been predicted that even gas-lubri cated etoe journal 
bearinge will whirl if the angular speed and rotor weient are eurr- 
ciently amall. mhis predietion shoula aloe be tested.

A machine mhould be demigned with a gad-bearing-supported mhaft 
which mhould be etable at say 50,000 rgm ar even higher when run an air

-22-
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at atmospheric pressure toon too mhaft is vertical or too journal bear- 
inge are unloaded, too bearing characteristies and hence too stability 
characteristics of such a machine could then to changed by varying too 

lubricating gas, the ambient gas pressure or too orientation of too shaft 
no as to load too journal bearings, too changing thenretical and ezperi- 
mental stability characteristics ahould then to compared.

The instrumented journal bearing test rig described toara to 
Section (e) will to used for collecting vhirl instahility data to mupple- 
■Mi our theoretical inwestigation of this form of inetability.

Hydrostatic Lubrication

Basic information is needed on the flow of gases thrnnah narrow 

slots and channels and shrough orifices and other nozzle-type restrictors. 
Essentiallr what im needed ia a thorough study or what might to called
"mior

4 
I I

dynamics". mhis ia needed on both too theoretical level and ♦

the experimental level in order to understand and to able to predict the
action of gases to hydrostatic ar externally-p irized bearings of var-
Lous kinde, and to to able to analyae these bearinge for their operating 
■to performance characteristies, mhis ia essential for a fundamental 
approach to too problema listed below.

Me are planning to attack tola problem to a comprehensive 

fashion an deseribed to too Annual Report.

A A delr-excited vibration has long been recognized as being 
qaite common to hydroetatie gas bearings and has been called pneumatic 
instabilitv ar mneumatic hammer. Several paders have recentlv been eon- 
■ar—A with this form of instability ac that more light la being shed on 
11. A concentrated effort ia being made a The Franklin Institute to 

break through with a rigorous analytical solution supported by some care- 
fully cM Blood experimental data. If successful, tola toll to an important 
contribution to itselr and alto for the light shed on ansociated aspects

I

1

I4
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of film pring stiffness and damping- Homever, this work, and that de-

seribed la the papers that were jut mentioned. iteelf only with
the flat circular dise type of hydromtatie thrust bearing- Additional 
effort will be needed on J——al bearing geometry, and our efforte will 
be directed toward this form of bearing probably within the next year.

■

b• The nlota, channels, orifices, etc-, mentioned above will caune 
the gas flow to in—ce a variety of pressu re gradients. These in turn 
will emtablish the le— carrying capacity of the bearing. The rate of 
change of pressure at a given stationary point in thv bearing, aa the 
film tnickness changes, will determine the stiffness of the gas film in 
the bearing. Mith this informatiom, the response of the bearing due to 
lyn—l c disturbances may be predicted. The establishment of parameters 
for lead carrying capacity and for bearing film stiffness will — impor- 
tent for both tn rust-type and J—al-type bearing. A portion of this 
work oni a limited scale to being done by one n—puny. Some background 
information may — obtained from one or two British papers, but what is 
now known on this phase of the subject must — considered an very rudi- 
mentary. The evaluation of damping in —ch bearings muet be determined 
as well.

Our efforts along these lines have been deseribed in Um Annual 
Report. Our approach will be on both the theoretical and experimental 
level. St— results mny also bo forthcoming, of an experimental nature, 
incidental to the operation of the high-=peed journal bearing rig that 
has boon designed.

I

t

e. Fluid-rilm whirl with hydrostatic bearings is essentially a 
complete unknown. It seems, on the basis of — limited work done by 
one company, that the half-frequency type of whirl uhich has been rec- 
ognized in hydrodynamic bearings al— exists in hydrostatic bearings, 
but to complicate the picture, it appears to begin over a rather wide 
spectrum of frequencies and al— appears to have various ratios of its 
own orbital frequency to that of shaft speed, not just one half as io —
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often th® cane with hydrodynenie benringe with rigid ehafte- A machine 
of th® aype describea briefly in Section «) Ain*® woula probebly murtice 

very nicely to provide an experimental testing device.

The hydrostatie type of journal bearing ehoula prove to be • 
very practical type of bearing, in that it separates the rubbing surfaces 

betore etarting. can carry • relatively high wait load, and can he made 
to be a atmble bearing and suppress whirl and other similar instabilities.

bat it has deny unh aspects in both theoretcal and experimental phanen.
These win have to be understood bofore one can expect any better than « 
trial and wror eolution for each bearing configuration that is to be con- 
midered.

It la hoped that these comments convey some idea of the extent 
of the work that needs to be done in the gaa b—ring field and also pro- 
vide nome idea of the extent of present research activity.

..

-
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